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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome and thank you for participating in the Value Enhanced Nutrition Assessment (VENA) webinar.  My name is Marta Kealey,  senior nutritionist  in the Policy Branch at the Food and Nutrition Service.  We are pleased to present this 7th in a series of webinars with the purpose of revitalizing VENA and to assist State and local agencies in their continued implementation of VENA.  Today’s webinar will highlight the outstanding work MD WIC has done in developing training resources for WIC staff.  The focus of these resources is providing guidance on how to deal with difficult or sensitive topics when counseling WIC participants.I will now turn it over to Colleen Pierre and Carol Bass of Maryland WIC.



Love Letters From Maryland WIC: 
Developing Staff Confidence in  
Participant Focused Counseling Skills 
 
Colleen Pierre & Carol Bass 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you, Marta. Good afternoon everyone. We’re happy to be able to share some of the work we’ve done to help the Maryland WIC staff become more comfortable using a Participant Focused counseling style while working with our WIC participants. 

http://vimeo.com/88451697


Overview 
• VENA implementation problem 
• Staff training 
• New employee training 
• Ongoing staff development 
• Difficult topics sample lesson 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In today’s webinar, we’re going share the problems we faced implementing VENA and how we went about addressing it in terms of current staff training, new employee training, and ongoing staff development. Then we’ll share one of our lessons on Difficult Topics: Intimate Partner Violence, for an inside look at approaches that were really helpful to staff.



Location of WIC Clinics 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryland WIC consists of 18 local agencies. While most are located in County health departments, a few are private agencies. As you can see from this map, Maryland is a relatively small state, but it is configured in a way that makes getting together for training very difficult.  



How many people does 
Maryland WIC serve? 

• Approximately 143,000 Marylanders receive WIC benefits each 
month 
– In 1996, Maryland WIC served an average of 87,961 

participants each month.   
– By 2010, the average participation grew to 148,670 
– Participation had risen steadily from the 1990’s with a 

nationwide slowdown starting in 2010 and continuing into the 
present.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryland WIC currently serves about 143,000 participants monthly, a number that rises and falls with the economy.



Electronic Health 
Record: WOW 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryland WIC uses an electronic health record called WOW (WIC on the Web), which I will refer to throughout the presentation.We have CPAs that includes both RDs and State Licensed Dietitians/Nutritionists, as well as those with a nutrition degree to address high risk issues. We also have CPPAs who address lower nutritional risks. All must complete new employee training that includes 10 days of training on the WOW system and nutrition, 5 days of training on counseling and nutrition, and 2 days of breastfeeding training. We also have 2 days of CPA training.We refer to them as “certifiers” when we are talking about the entire group.



The VENA Problem 

• Staff resistance to VENA  
• Lack of movement toward acceptance 
• Inadequate knowledge and skills 
• Computer screens  
• Education: TMI not TLC 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I must admit we found implementing VENA created many problems. People dislike and resist change, in general, andVENA counseling demands a high level of skills. Although  the computer is useful, staring at and filling out the screen inhibits certifier/participant interaction.Covering just 2 or 3 topics was a foreign concept. In the past, certifiers were required to cover a long list of  specific topics, and were afraid of getting “dinged” to not doing it all.



The Goal 

• Develop skills and instill confidence in staff 
to get:  
• More buy in for VENA approach 
• Better customer service 
• Participant investment in health 
• Increased job satisfaction for staff 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we wanted to do was to engage and build trust with our certifiers so they began to see how a participant centered approach actually added VALUE to the certification: Better customer service (friendlier customers), participants who were willing and interested in investing in their own health; and increased satisfaction for them in doing a job that is more human and engaging



The Concept 

• Mining for Diamonds 
• Practice makes perfect 
• Quarterly staff training 
• Case studies and scenarios 
• Staff appreciation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we took a look at VENA training so far, and tried to determine why it wasn’t working. Despite the amazing experience of being wow-ed by Mining for Diamonds, we quickly realized that an annual experience was not enough to change ingrained clinic behavior. As clinic stress rose, certifiers resorted to older, more practiced clinic behaviors,  and continued to overwhelm participants with TMI and not enough TLC.What was really needed, we believed, was the chance to practice new skills in a less stressful environment. What we envisioned was quarterly staff training with lesson plans that would allow presentation of important information with a chance for staff to formulate their own answers, then work in groups to practice and share strategies. 



The Concept 

Training, not Teaching 
• Create a workgroup 
• Survey staff for training needs 
• Create lesson plans 

– Updated information 
– Staff activity 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had this “Eureka!” moment, where we decided to engage staff in their own training, just as we wanted staff to engage their participants in their own health issues. So we used staff focused training instead of just teaching and preaching, as a way to model the behavior we were hoping for. We would create a statewide workgroup that would survey staff for what they thought they needed. Then we would create lesson plans and staff activities that they could use in their own local agencies to practice these new skills. 



The Concept 

• Have a statewide workshop 
– Attendees: Representative/trainer from each local agency 
– Presenters: Creator of each Lesson Plan 
– Attendees: complete all activities at conference 

• Complete quarterly staff training/Submit to State Office 
• Add topics to Annual Nutrition Services Plan 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To introduce the materials and the concept, we would have a statewide workshop attended by a trainer from each local agency. Members of the workgroup would create the lesson plans. At the workshop, each developer would present her own lesson plan and the attendees would complete all the staff activities so they would be comfortable presenting at their own local agency. During the year, each time they completed the activity, they would have attending staff complete a sign in sheet, and an evaluation, then submit them to the State Office, where I reviewed them. We also asked them to add their staff training topics to their Annual Nutrition Services Plan. 



1. Create Workgroup 

• Workgroup: 
• State Staff:  

• Training Center staff 
• State Office nutritionist 

• Local Agency Staff 
• 6 Local agency coordinators 
• 2 Local agency clinic supervisors 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our workgroup consisted of:The Training Center staff who provide new employee training. A State Office nutritionist who provides staff development training6 local agency coordinators (Carol Bass, Janice Besecker, Deborah D’Souza, Karen McCully, Lynne Piper, JoAnn Smith)And two local agency clinic supervisors. (Rose House, Bernadette Tucker)



2. Survey WIC Staff 
Tell the VENA Training Team what you need… 
Please complete the following statements related to VENA (Value Enhanced 
Nutrition Assessment).  Check all that apply: 
  
  
1. It may seem difficult to complete a nutrition assessment with all of the 
information that has to be collected.  At times, steps may be forgotten or even 
skipped.  Please indicate if  you would like some refresher training about how to 
do any of the following: 
• Weight, height, and growth pattern 
• Blood hemoglobin 
• Dietary practices 
• Medical history 
• Family and environmental issues 
• Documentation- notes, nutrition education, breastfeeding support, care plan 
                     
 Comment: ____________________________________________    
          
____________________________________________  
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Presentation Notes
We used information from Mining for Diamonds evaluations, along with observations of likely staff need to create our staff survey.We tried to couch the questions in affirmations, especially statements like “we all need to upgrade skills and grow in our jobs.”We posted on Survey Monkey with a time limit for completion.



Survey WIC Staff 
2. Having the time to make a warm connection with 
clients is often challenging.  Would you like some help 
with: 
• Building rapport 
• Developing empathy 
• Building client confidence 
• Continuity of care 
  
Comment: 
____________________________________________  
               
____________________________________________    
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Survey WIC Staff 
3. Based on the Mining for Diamonds evaluations, many who 
attended liked building on their listening and probing skills.  Have 
you thought you might like a little more help with some of these 
skills:  
• Active listening 
• Asking open ended questions 
• Affirming 
• Probing when completing WOW screens 
• Redirecting 
  
Comment: 
____________________________________________  
                  
____________________________________________     
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Survey WIC Staff 
4.  When a client has a lot of health and nutrition issues, it 
can be really tricky trying to figure out where to focus your 
attention.  Please indicate if you would like more practice 
in these areas: 
  
• Identifying key concepts to review with client from the 

Health and Nutrition Summary (no more than 3) 
• Identifying stage of readiness to change 
  
Comment: 
____________________________________________   
                 
____________________________________________ 
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Survey WIC Staff 
5.  Staying client-centered while completing a WIC certification is 
a skill that can grow and improve over time with enough practice.  
Have you thought you might need more training in these areas: 
  
• Letting clients come up with their own solutions to nutrition 

issues 
• Asking for permission when promoting behavior change 
• Setting client centered goals  
  
Comment: 
____________________________________________       
                 
____________________________________________ 
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Survey WIC Staff 
6.  Many WIC participants are from various ethnic 
backgrounds. 
Please indicate which multicultural topics you would be 
interested in learning more about: 
• Cultural eating patterns 
• Communication styles 
  
Comment: 
____________________________________________       
                 
____________________________________________ 
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3. Decide Training Topics 

• What is Culture? 

• Conversation Starters 

• Open Ended Questions 

• Practice with Probes 

• The Gift of Affirmation 

• Readiness to Change 

• Ask Permission, Summarize, Express Confidence 

• Three Step Counseling 

• Self Review Tool 
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Presentation Notes
When the survey was completed, we chose the most-requested topics., then assigned topics to workgroup members. We met monthly to discuss and refine lesson plans and activities. Many of the activities were adapted from items we found in WIC Works.



Binder Contents 

• Lesson plans 
• Activity sheets 
• Self review tool 
• Local agency evaluation form 
• Local agency attendance form 
• CD of all handouts 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The binder we created for each trainer contained all the tools they would need to do staff training at their local agency. In our experience, group activities often resulted with the people who least needed training doing most of the talking, with those who most needed practice just quietly observing. Also, staff often report that the best part of any training is when they can share with their colleagues. To increase all staff participation in training, we tried to build activities where staff received some information, then worked alone to try to formulate their open ended questions or other participant interactions. Then they would do a group sharing and discussion.We also provided a simple evaluation form, the attendance sheet, and a CD for printing all of the handouts.  



Staff Appreciation 

Love Letters to WIC 
• Collected positive participant annual 

reviews. 
• Created slide show on a loop cycle to play 

before, after, during breaks. 
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Presentation Notes
We also felt there was a great need for staff to realize how much the participants appreciate them. Staff tend to remember the angry or inattentive participant, and take the happy clients for granted. So we created Love Letters to WIC, by using actual letters that had been submitted during annual evaluations, which were then put on a loop cycle power point that we could play before, during, and after breaks at this and subsequent trainings. 



Love Letters to WIC Staff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few of the slides.



“I love the WIC program.  
I know the information  

I receive is up to date and very 
beneficial  

for all my family.” 



It was awesome  
and  

I learned new 
things! 



“Very Great 
Wonderful 

people.” 



“The encouragement with 
recipes and good advice  

is great for our  
family.” 



“I look forward to visiting the 
WIC office for all my questions 

are answered all the time.” 



Question of the Day 

  

When is Train the Trainer 2? 
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Presentation Notes
We completed the training to a group of very eager and receptive local agency delegates. As we wrapped up the day, the first follow up question asked was: 



Train the Trainer 2 

• Repeat: Survey, assign, develop, train, train local staff, 
submit evaluations, report in Nutrition Services Plan. 

• Topics: 
– Diversity (nonverbal communications) 
– Obesity Prevention 
– Parenting Skills (Bright Futures) 
– Difficult Topics (Pregnancy Loss) 
– Picky Eaters/Healthy foods for Weight Gain 
– Reconciling WIC/HCP advice 
– Distracted Participants 
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Presentation Notes
So we repeated the cycle:



Train the Trainer 3 

• Repeat: Survey, assign, develop, train, train local staff, 
submit evaluations, report in Nutrition Services Plan. 

• Topics: 
– Freeze: Counseling Along the Way 
– Goal Setting 
– WIC Speak 
– Writing the Care Plan Note 
– Staff Affirmation 
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Presentation Notes
And they asked for more….



Train the Trainer 4 

• Repeat: Survey, assign, develop, train, train local staff, 
submit evaluations, report in Nutrition Services Plan. 

• Topics: 
– Difficult Topics: Postpartum Depression 
– Talking to Parents About Overweight and Obesity 
– Counseling on Physical Activity 
– Difficult Topics: Domestic Violence 
– Cultural Diversity: Meals Around the World 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then they asked for more….



Ongoing Initiatives 

Incorporated Train the Trainer 1 topics into: 
 
• New employee training curriculum 
 
• Statewide regional trainings to reinforce with more 

long term staff 
 
• Change WOW questions to make them open ended 

where appropriate 
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Presentation Notes
We soon realized that the topics from Train the Trainer 1 were really a basic introduction to Counseling skills, so we incorporated it as the first day of new employee counseling training. We also took it on the road to do regional training with experienced staff who continued to struggle with this the Participant Focused counseling concept. Finally, we reconfigured the questions on the WOW screen to make them open ended where appropriate. 



Sharing 

Shared poster at NWA 2012 Denver 
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Presentation Notes
We created a summary poster which we shared at the 2012 NWA conference in Denver.



Sharing 
Food and Nutrition Service- PCS Webinar    June 12, 2012 

 
The Training Cycle 
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Presentation Notes
And we shared a brief glimpse of our process at the FNS – PCS webinar in June of 2012



Sharing 
 
• Uploaded all training materials to WICWORKS  
 
• https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks//Sharing_Center/gallery/statedev.ht

ml  
 

• By Topic> Staff Development & Training> Train the Trainer Programs 
(Maryland) 
 
 

Train-The-Trainer Programs 
• This series of train-the-trainer programs was developed by Maryland WIC. 

The focus of the training is providing participant-centered services and it is 
the basis for the certifier training for Maryland WIC. Includes lesson plans, 
handouts, activities and case studies. 

• 2012 Training Materials* 
• 2011 Training Materials 
• 2010 Training Materials 
• 2009 Training Materials 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our training materials were uploaded  to WIC Works where they are available to everyone. There was some difficulty with the 2012 materials, which will be posted soon.I will now turn it over to Carol Bass for an example of the training on Difficult Topics. Carol.

https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks/Sharing_Center/gallery/statedev.html
https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks/Sharing_Center/gallery/statedev.html
https://wicworks.fns.usda.gov/wicworks/Sharing_Center/gallery/statedev.html


Why Difficult Topics? 

• Staff discomfort with interview 
process/ counseling strategies 

• Decided on three main topics 
       Pregnancy Loss 
       Postpartum Depression 
       Domestic Violence (IPV) 
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Presentation Notes
Why did we choose to include Difficult Topics along with nutrition and counseling skills in our Train the Trainer series?  Throughout all of our trainings we have encouraged staff to meet participants where they are to build trust, relationship and be as effective as they can be in delivering nutrition messages.  We found that if staff is uncomfortable addressing a topic, they are more unlikely to ask questions in a way that encourages conversation and engagement.  Participants may be less likely to engage with staff if they are experiencing difficulties in their lives. We recognize that our role in WIC is not to solve or treat theses issues, but rather to identify and refer participants who need more support.  If we can assist staff in addressing these topics with participants and offer referrals and connections, it opens participants to our health and nutrition messages both at that appointment and into the future.



Training structure  
• Included activities, overviews, counseling guidance 
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Activity 1:  Helpful or Hurtful? 

Has this ever happened to you?  You call a WIC participant to remind them about a missed 
appointment and are told that she has lost the pregnancy.  Perhaps you are seeing a 
participant in clinic who has just suffered a loss or received a devastating diagnosis related to 
her/his child.  What do you say, how should you react? 

(Place a Y next to the phrase or action if you feel would be helpful.  Place an N next to the 
phrase or action if you feel it would not be helpful.) 

 

     Ask them how they are feeling. 

     Direct her to call you if they need anything in the future.  

     Use open-ended questions.  How, what, could. 

     Try to be cheerful.  Remind them of other good things in their life. 

     Remind her that a lot of people have gone through similar issues.  She will be ok. 

     Share “that sometimes things are beyond our control, and were just meant to be”. 

     Discuss recommended time frames for when they could have another baby if they wish. 

     Ask them if they know why this happened. 

     Focus on why they are here today, how WIC will help. 

     Tell them that you are sorry for their loss. 

     Let them know that you understand how they feel. 

     Give advice on how they might be able to cope. 

     Share your personal experience with loss or difficult experiences with them. 

     Discuss ways to prevent pregnancy problems in the future. 

     Use the baby’s/child’s name. 

     Encourage them to let some of this go, and move forward with their lives.  There is a lot of 
good out there still to be experienced. 

     Offer resources. 

     With miscarriages, assure them that there is often something wrong with the baby and that 
sometimes this is for the best.  No need to think that a future pregnancy will have the same 
outcome. 

___Let them decide how much to share about the situation. 

   

 

Activity 1:  Helpful or Hurtful? 

Talking to a Mom who may have Postpartum Depression can be a scary and overwhelming 
thing.  You may worry about saying or doing the wrong thing. 

(Place a Y next to the phrase or action if you feel would be helpful.  Place an N next to the 
phrase or action if you feel it would not be helpful.) 
 

     Ask her how she is feeling. 

     If she looks good (hair, make-up, dressed nice) it will usually mean she doesn’t have        
PPD.  

     Encourage her to trust her instincts. 

     Tell her it is normal to feel this way after having a baby. 

     Share information on how she can better take care of the baby. 

     Tell her this may just go away on it’s own. 

    Tell her to try and think positively. 

     Focus on why they are here today, how WIC will help. 

     Encourage her to get out for some time away from the baby. 

     Tell her she is a good Mom and is doing a great job. 

     Share your personal experience of having a baby and how challenging it can be in the 
beginning. 

     Tell her if she gets exercise that will help get rid of the depression. 

    Tell her that there are women who get PPD, it is a medical condition and she needs to talk 
to her physician. 

    .Tell her she will be back to herself once she gets some sleep. 

    Offer resources. 

    Involve support people in the conversation. 

__  Don’t encourage her to join a “Mommies” group. 

     Encourage her that this is the happiest time of her life and to enjoy her baby. 

__ Contact her physician and set-up an appointment. 

__ Encourage her to continue breastfeeding if she wants to stop. 

 

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supplemental materials and activities used during the trainings are included in the WIC works materials



Ready . Set . Go 
 

Create a great learning environment 
 

• Involve trainees emotionally 
• We used video of “Luka” by Suzanne Vega 
     to introduce topic 
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Presentation Notes
Just as with WIC clients, emotional involvement is important for openness to message and action.



Set the Stage 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZt7J0iaUD0
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Presentation Notes
Lets have a show of hands for how many of you have ever wondered why we even ask this question.  Now lets have a show of hands for those of you who dread asking this question, and would rather just avoid it or skip it.  Don’t be afraid to raise your hand, you are in good companyOne last show of hands for those of you that have had a positive response to this question.  If you would like to share, how did it make you feel.Like the depression question that precedes this one, we are giving women the opportunity to share information with us that has a large impact on their family’s and their health.  Remember the hierarchy of need discussions we have had in the past?  Families struggling with Domestic or Intimate Partner Violence may not be able to focus on the important health and nutrition messages we would like to share and explore with them if they are concentrating on their safety.  Women bring their own individual experiences in their response to this question, and we bring our own set of values and beliefs in asking the question, attitudes towards women who may disclose that they are not safe, and our responses.Allow participants to spend a short period of time doing the Myth Activity.  Discuss
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Presentation Notes
So, why do we ask that question, why is it important and what can I do about it anyway?
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Presentation Notes
It has only been about for the past 20 years that DV/IPV has risen into our consciousness as a problem that society needs to address.   It’s not a personal matter, it’s a crime, and most frequently a crime against women.  DV/IPV is learned behavior that crosses generations. 
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Presentation Notes
Not only the actual physical dollar amount, but CDC also reports that victims of severe domestic violence annually miss 8 million days of paid work which is the equivalent of 32,000 full time jobs.  There is evidence that many women who find themselves homeless are victims.
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Presentation Notes
IPV has not considered a crime until recent years.  How many of us use “rule of thumb” on a regular basis, but never really knew it’s origins?
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Presentation Notes
Statistics on this vary, but women across many studies report that they were not asked.  Self disclosure for women is difficult, due to isolation, low self esteem, shame, fear of judgment, to name a few.
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Presentation Notes
Generally it is learned behavior on how to control another.  Generally escalates and worsens over time.  Not discussing circle of violence in this presentation, but check resources for additional information and understanding.
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To name a few
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Presentation Notes
Domestic Violence has consequences for children, even if they are not being physically abused.  They may suffer from PTSD, have behavioral problems, growth failure, feelings of guilt.  There is a large volume of literature documenting adverse affects on children.  DV is a learned behavior on how to interact with others.  Girls may grow up to become victims, boys may grow up to become perpetrators.
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Presentation Notes
Encourage staff to use practices and skills they have practiced and worked on in VENA trainings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If she says she is in immediate danger, call 911.  When victims contemplate leaving or leave they are often in greater danger.More VENA skills
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Presentation Notes
Within the scope of WIC services we do have a role to screen and refer.  Connection on this level with participants may open them to receiving our health and nutrition messages.We can’t know the dynamics of her situation.  Referral to a counselor trained in domestic violence issues will help her work through her individual situation and assist her in planning for the future.  Not all women choose to take immediate action, or she may be just starting contemplating action. Having referral information readily available is helpful.  Shoe cards are helpful in that it is not obvious to others that she has taken information.  Women are often at heightened risk of violence when they are contemplating leaving a relationship or have recently taken action to end that relationship.  Domestic Violence contacts included on a list with other local services may be more helpful than printing a specific domestic violence referral.  Offer to make the call.  
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Presentation Notes
We often have difficulty finding the right words.  Form small groups or talk to your neighbor.  What are some affirmations you might use with a woman who feels she is not in a safe relationship.  Have groups share one or more of their ideas, then show them this list from a Study by Sarah M. Buel and share resource
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Supplemental Materials 
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• 50 Reasons Women Don’t Leave Abusive 
Partners 
 

• Myths and Facts About Domestic Violence 
 

• Domestic Violence Affirmations Worksheet 
 

• Sometimes We Wonder Worksheet 



Empower  

Give them resources 
    Involve local providers in the training 
    Local referral locations 
    Sharing opportunities 
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Other Difficult Topics 
• Use a similar approach 
• Certifier favorite: What Not To Say 
• Repeat as needed  
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Presentation Notes
Certifiers most appreciate learning what to say, and what not to say. Many local agencies have repeated these lessons as part of ongoing staff training. It is a good reminder for experienced staff and most helpful for new staff. 



Difficult Topics: 
Postpartum Depression 
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Difficult Topics:  
Pregnancy Loss 
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Into the Future 

Current activity:   
• Choose topics most relevant to staff 
• Revisit old topics  
• Look for outside training 
• Activities:  How would you discuss this with mom? 
• Same standards, evaluations necessary 
• Report in Annual Nutrition Services Plan 
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For more information… 

Colleen Pierre, MS, RD, LDN 

Colleen.Pierre@maryland.gov 
410-767-5663 
 
Carol Bass, IBCLC 

Carol.Bass@maryland.gov 
301-334-7711 
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Questions? 
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Thank you! 
Thank you for your participation.  
 
Thank you for your hard work. 
 
Stay tuned for the next VENA webinar in the 
Spring of 2016! 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us on today’s webinar. Also, thank you for your hard work in serving WIC participants.Stay tuned for the next VENA webinar in the Spring of 2016!Thank you again for participating.
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